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Spring Fashion
& Beauty

A sense of fantasy and escape infuses the spring collections with a playful spirit. This issue celebrates the exuberance
of fashion, accessories, jewellery, beauty and fragrance, helping our readers connect to the joy that style can bring
into their lives.

Omnibus
What’s new and noteworthy for Spring 2021 including the fashion launches, retail openings and beauty debuts Canadian shoppers
are excited about. We also profile a buzzy new book that captures the diverse voices adding their creative spirit to the global style
conversation.

Essentials
The Globe and Mail Style Advisor’s Essentials section features the key finds and trends in fashion, beauty, design, travel,
tech, food and drink, and columns on the industry players and ideas to watch. FEATURE In fine jewellery and costume
baubles, designers look to nature for inspiration, creating collections that celebrate whimsical creatures.

FASHION & BEAUTY

DESIGN & TRAVEL

FOOD & DRINK

The sweat suit gives way to more
elevated matching shirt and
trousers sets. Plus, a viewing
guide to new fashion and beauty
films.

As we start thinking about warmer
weekend getaways, a guide to
design-forward inns across the
country. Plus, tips for adding spring
touches to your home workspace.

We spotlight the brands bringing a
more contemporary look to
professional cookware, and ask top
sommeliers about the new wine
trends they’re itching to pour.

FASHION

FRAGRANCE

DESIGN

A fresh take on florals in fashion
and accessories is just what we
need to spring forward into the
new season.

We escape to Grasse in the south of
France and explore the connection
between history and innovation in
perfume.

For every beauty buff who has made
a ritual out of a love of cosmetics, a
design guide to creating a dream
vanity space.
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